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What does great independent studying look like?
1.
Use self quizzing to master core
knowledge.
Give yourself frequent opportunities to practise
recalling the core knowledge - this knowledge
must be automatic to make rapid progress.
2.
Consolidate foundational
knowledge.
Use online platforms and revision guides to
check you know how this core knowledge fits
into a bigger picture. You will receive rewards
via assemblies to celebrate how frequently you
use these platforms.

A. www.hegartymaths.com: KS3 & KS4 maths
B. www.senecalearning.com: English, history, geography, religious studies, music, KS3
science
C. www.my-gcsescience.com: KS4 biology, physics, chemistry
D. https://uk.language-gym.com: French and Spanish
E. www.groklearning.com: computer science
F. www.quizlet.com: all subjects
3. Apply your knowledge to practice exam questions
See your teacher to receive sample exam questions.
4. Stretch and extend your learning.
Independently research the topics you are interested in and read widely around your favourite
subjects. The below platforms will help:
a. www.startprofile.com: careers
b. www.thisislanguage.com: French and Spanish
c. www.digitaltheatreplus.com: access to live theatre
d. https://www.newscientist.com/: news and developments in science
e. https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection: British museum online collection [history,
geography and RS].
5. Read widely for pleasure:

www.sora.com
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How to use this booklet for self-quizzing
Self-quizzing is a powerful strategy to get knowledge stuck in your long-term memory.
And it’s so simple to do!
Watch this video to learn how to self quiz: https://tinyurl.com/AGFSIL
How should I self-quiz?
1. Look at no more than 10 terms at a time.
2. Read the terms and say them over and over again in your head (without speaking
aloud) for 2-3minutes.
3. Cover the terms on the following pages with an exercise book, with a black pen,
write down as many terms and definitions as you remember.
4. With a green pen, uncover the terms and check you have correctly spelled and
defined each term. Refine your spelling and definition in blue.
5. Spend 2-3 minutes reading the terms again and saying them in your head.
6. Fold your piece of paper so you cannot see the first round of quizzing, cover the
terms and write down as many terms and definitions as you remember.
7. With a green pen, uncover the terms and check you have correctly spelled and
defined each term. Refine your spelling and definition in blue.
8. Repeat this process until you can correctly spell and define each term.
● If you run out of space in your quizzing book, you should use lined paper
to complete your self quizzing.
● You will be asked to place your quizzing on your desk to show your teacher on the
day it is due.
To space your quizzing out to maximise retention of knowledge, change subjects after
40minutes.
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Organising your self-quizzing book
Date of work completion
Date when work is due:

Subject
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English
Summer Knowledge
Block A
Sonnet 18

William Shakespeare

Block B
I Wandered
Lonely as a
Cloud

William Wordsworth

Of or relating to the countryside,
especially its nurturing and
abundant qualities.
A literary movement that explored
Sonnet 18
“Shall I compare thee to a
ideas of nature, individuality, and
Romanticism
Opening line summer’s day?”
spirituality at its peak between
1800-1850
I Wandered
Sonnet 18
“But thy eternal summer shall not Lonely as a
Key
“I wandered lonely as a cloud”
fade”
Cloud
Quotation
Opening line
I Wandered
A poem that has 14 lines, an ‘abab,
Lonely as a
Sonnet
cdcd, efef’ rhyme scheme, and
“Dances with daffodils”
Cloud
ends with a rhyming couplet.
Key Quotation
The last word of two lines of
A short, highly musical verse that
Rhyming
poetry, one after the other that
Lyric poem
conveys powerful feelings and a
couplet
rhyme.
song-like quality.
Immortal

Something or someone who
cannot die.

William
The poet and playwright who
Shakespeare wrote 154 sonnets.

Pastoral

Speaker

Block C
The Tyger

William Blake

William
Blake
Context

A Romantic poet and artist who
was famous for illustrating his
poems.
A non-literal, metaphorical image
used to describe or compare
something without using literal
definitions.
A metaphor which is repeated
over multiple lines or throughout
the work.

Figurative

Extended
Metaphor

The voice behind the poem. The
person we imagine to be saying
the poem out loud.
Block D

La Belle Dame
John Keats
Sans Merci
John Keats
Context

A Romantic poet who died at the
age of 25 from tuberculosis.

Stanza

A verse in a poem separated by a
clear line from the next verse.

Mythological

Relating to myths or legends
(stories from the classical world).

The Tyger
“Tyger Tyger, burning bright”
Opening line

La Belle Dame “O what can ail thee, knight-atSans Merci
arms, / Alone and palely
Opening line loitering?”

The Tyger
Key
quotation

La Belle Dame ‘And there I dreamed—Ah! woe
Sans Merci
betide!—/ The latest dream I ever
Key Quotation dreamt/ On the cold hill side.’

“Fearful symmetry”
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Block E

Block F

For the
Fallen

Laurence Binyon

Anthem for
the Doomed

Wilfred Owen

Antipathy

A deep-seated feeling of aversion
(dislike)

Patriotic

Loyalty and support for one’s
country.

Realism

A literary movement from 18201920 that stressed the ‘actual’ as
opposed to the ‘imagined’ or the
fanciful (imaginary).

Shell Shock

Also called PTSD (Post traumatic
stress disorder) a mental health
condition triggered by a terrifying
event causing fear, or an inability
to reason, sleep, walk, or talk.

For the
“With proud thanksgiving, a
Fallen
mother for her children”
Opening line

Anthem for
Doomed
Youth
Opening line

“What passing-bells for these who
die as cattle?”

For the
Fallen
Key
quotation

Anthem for
Doomed
Youth Key
quotation

“Monstrous anger of the guns”

“They fell with their faces to the
foe”
Block G

Death of a
Naturalist

Seamus Heaney

Reflecting on the past
emotionally.
Being confused or uncertain
Conflicted
because you cannot choose
between ideas, feelings or beliefs.
Death of a
“All year the flex-dam festered in
Naturalist
the heart
Opening line Of the townland”
Nostalgic

Key
quotation

“The warm thick slobber
Of frogspawn”

Metaphor

A figure of speech that describes
an object or action with a nonliteral comparison.

Block H
Island Man

Grace Nichols

Island Man
Opening line

“Morning
And island man wakes up”

Island Man
“From the east
Key quotation Of his small emerald island”
Search for my
Sujata Bhatt
Tongue
Search for My
Tongue
Opening
quotation
Search for My
Tongue
Key quotation

“You ask me what I mean
By saying I have lost my
tongue.”
“Your mother tongue would rot
Rot and die in your mouth”
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Mathematics
Summer Knowledge
Block A
Angle

Acute Angle

A measure of a turn, measured
in degrees °.
An angle less than 90°.

Block B
An angle greater than 180° and
Reflex Angle

Full Angle or
Full Turn

An angle that is exactly 90°.
Right Angle

Protractor

less than 360°.

An angle that is exactly 360°.

An instrument used to measure
an angle in degrees.

An angle greater than 90° and
Obtuse Angle

less than 180°.

Straight Angle

An angle on a straight line. It
equals 180°.
Block C

2-D Shapes

Line of
Symmetry

Rotational
Symmetry

Triangle

Shapes that have sides and
corners that are completely flat
An imaginary line that passes
through the centre of a shape
and divides it into two identical
halves.

A shape can be rotated about it’s
centre and it will still look the
same.

A shape with 3 sides, 3 angles,
and 3 vertices.
Angles in a triangle add up to
180°.

Isosceles
Triangle

Scalene
Triangle

Right-Angle
Triangle

Quadrilateral

Block D:
Has 2 equal sides and the 2 base
angles are equal.

Has no equal sides and no equal
angles.

Has one angle equal to 90°. A
right-angle triangle can also be
scalene or isosceles.

A shape with 4 sides, 4 angles,
and 4 vertices.
Angles in a quadrilateral add up
to 360°.
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Equilateral
Triangle

Has 3 equal sides and 3 equal
angles.

Block E
2-D
Coordinate
Plane

Coordinates

Line Segment

Midpoint of a
Line Segment

Is formed by the intersection of
the x-axis (horizontal) and the yaxis (vertical). The 2 axes
intersect at a point called the
origin.
Set of values used to show the
exact location of a point or
object. First value shows the
distance along the x-axis and the
second shows the distance along
the y-axis.

Part of a line that connects 2
points.
A point halfway between two end
points on a line segment. The
midpoint is written as a set of
coordinates.

Block F

Perimeter

The distance around the outside
of a 2-D shape. The perimeter of
a circle is called the
Circumference.

Area

The amount of space covered by a
shape or surface. Area is
measured in square units such as
cm², m² or km ²

Formula to
find the Area
of a Square or
Rectangle

length x width

Formula to
find the area
of a Triangle

Formula to
find the area
of a
Parallelogram

base x perpendicular height
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Transformati
on

Block G
Changing the size or position of a shape. The original shape is called the object and
the new shape is called the image. 4 types of transformations are: Translation,
Reflection, Enlargement, and Rotation.
Movement of an object up or down or from side to side or both. Translation is
described using column vectors- top number represents movement in the x-axis and
the bottom number represents movement in the y-axis.

Translation

Reflection flips the object over a line to create mirror image. The line is called the
mirror line or the line of reflection.
Reflection

Changes the size of an object by a scale factor.
Enlargement

Moves an object around a fixed point; can be in either a clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction.
Rotation
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Summer Knowledge
Block A –
Gravity

Non-contact force.
The attraction of one mass towards the
centre of another mass

Gravitational The strength of the gravitational attraction
field strength
caused by an object

Block B Milky Way

The galaxy that contains our solar
system.

Light Year

The distance that light travels in 1 year

Gravitational
forces

Forces that act on and between objects

Solar System

A collection of planets, satellites, comets
and asteroid bel

Mass

Amount of matter in an object

Start (e.g. Sun)

A large ball of burning gas that is so hot
it emits light

Weight

Force of gravity acting on mass. Measured
in N

Planets

An object that moves in an orbit around a
star. An example of a planet is the Earth

Equation for
weight, mass Weight (N) = mass (kg) x gravitational field
Planets in our
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
strength (N/kg)
and
solar system
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune
gravitational
field strength
Value for
Any object that orbits another object is its
gravitational
9.8N/kg
Satellites
satellite e.g. The Moon is the Earth’s
field strength
satellite
The circular or elliptical path of one object
around another due to gravitational
A natural satellite of a planet. The Earth
Orbit
Moon
attraction e.g. the orbit of the Earth around
has one moon
the Sun
Summer, Summer, Autumn and Winter.
Four divisions of the year marked by
A collection of solar systems and stars
Galaxy
Season
particular
weather patterns due to the
held together by gravitational attraction
Earth's changing position compared to
the Sun
Block C –
Block D –
A year

365days. The time taken for Earth to
complete a full orbit around the sun

Interdependence

All the organisms in an ecosystem
depend on each other.

1 day

24hours. The time taken for the Earth to
spin once on its axis

Competition

Where organisms need a resource that
has a limited supply.

23.5°

Seasons are caused because of the
Earth’s tilt

Systematic
Sampling

The type of sampling used to investigate
the effect of a factor on the distribution of
an organism.

Eclipse

An object in space obscures the light from
another object in space.

Quadrat

A piece of equipment used to count the
number of organisms/individuals in a
specific area.

Transect line

A line placed across a habitat for
systematic sampling.

Light from the Sun is blocked from
reaching the moon by the Earth when the
Lunar eclipse
Earth comes between the moon and the
sun.
Solar eclipse

Light from the sun is blocked from
reaching parts of Earth. This happens
when the moon comes

Sample

A smaller part of something that gives an
idea of the whole.

Ecosystem

Interaction between a community of
living organisms and their
environment.

Representative

When a sample accurately reflects what
the larger thing is like.
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Population

A group of the same type of organism.

Random
Sampling

Community

Two or more populations of organisms in
the same habitat.

Organism

Block E –
Food Chains

A diagram that shows the feeding
relationships in an ecosystem.

Food Webs A diagram that shows multiple food chains.

The type of sampling used to estimate
the total size of a population in an area.
Any living thing.
e.g. plant, animal and bacteria
Block F –

Mixture

Consists of two or more types of atoms
or compounds not chemically combined
together

Pure

Pure substances are made of one type of
atom or compound

Producer

Organisms that can make their own food
using photosynthesis.

Calculation for
density

Mass ÷ Volume

Primary
Consumer

An organism that feeds on a producer.

Solvent

A substance in which a solute will
dissolve

Secondary
Consumer

An organism that feeds on a primary
consumer.

Solute

A substance that dissolves in a solvent

Tertiary
Consumer

An organism that feeds on a secondary
consumer.

Saturated
solution

A solution in which no more solute will
dissolve

Predator

Consumers that eat other animals.

Unsaturated
solution

A solution in which a solute will dissolve

Prey

An organism that feeds on a producer.

Soluble

Will dissolve to form a solution

Trophic Levels

Position of an organism in a food chain

Insoluble

Will not dissolve o form a solution

Pyramids of
Numbers

A diagram that shows the number of
organisms in each trophic level of a food
chain.

Dissolve

When the solute particles fill in the
spaces between the solvent particles

Distillation

A solution which can be separated by
evaporating the solvent

Crystallisation

The liquid is evaporated to leave behind
the solid crystals

A diagram that shows the total amount of
Pyramids of living material in each trophic level of a
Biomass
food chain.

Biotic Factors

Something to do with a living thing.
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Examples of
biotic factors

Food availability, disease and predators
are all biotic factors

Fractional
distillation

Different fractions in a mixture can be
separated due to their different boiling
points.

Block GBlock H Energy is measured in joules. The unit for Kinetic energy When objects move, they have a kinetic
Joules
energy (symbol J)
store
store of energy
Gravitational The energy stored in an object due to its
One kilojoule
1000 J
energy store
height above the Earth
One
Elastic energy Stretched, twisted, or bent things have
1,000,000 J
megajoule
store
an elastic store of energy
Energy

The ability to do work

Thermal energy
Hot things have a thermal energy store
store

Energy stores

Energy can be stored in different ways

Chemical energy Certain chemicals, like fuels or batteries
store
have a chemical store of energy

Energy
transfers

Block I Energy can be shifted from one store to
another by physical processes. There are
Calculating
four ways energy can be transferred:
wasted energy
Heating, electrically, mechanically and
through radiation

Useful work

When energy shifts from store to store,
useful work may be done.

Energy wasted
equation

Wasted
energy

Some energy gets spread out or
dissipated whenever a process transfers
energy. This is not useful.

Sankey
Diagram

Law of
Energy is always conserved and cannot be
conservation
Heat
created or destroyed.
of energy
Energy shifted from store to store by
Electrical
electrical working, i.e. by the flow of
Temperature
transfer
current through a potential difference
doing work.
Heating
transfer

Block J Subtracting the energy usefully shifted
from the total amount of energy at the
start of a process.
Represented as the fraction (Useful
energy output) / (Total energy input)
which is called the efficiency.
A diagram that can be used to represent
energy efficiency through useful and
wasted energy
The name we give for thermal energy
shifting from one store to another. How
quickly it shifts is measured in watts (W).
Tells us how hot or cold something is
and is usually measured in degrees
Celsius (°C)

is the amount of energy stored in an
Heating is the flow of thermal energy from
object because of the movement of its
one store to another, whether by
Thermal energy
particles, it is measured in joules (J).
conduction, convection or evaporation.

Mechanical
transfer

A physical process that involves a force

Heat flow

Heat will flow naturally from hot objects
to cold objects.

Radiation
transfer

Radiation is shifting of energy as an
electromagnetic wave

Heated solid
particles

Particles in a solid vibrate more when
they are heated.

Block K -

Block L -

Increasing the
voltage by
More energy is given to the charges and
Is compared to a heating system
adding batteries
the bulbs shine brighter
means
A complete
Models are not
They are not exactly the same as the real circuit has no
perfect
Can flow all around in a loop
thing
gaps, so the
because
electricity
The model of
electric circuits
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Increasing the
current in a
heating
system means

More water is flowing through the pipes
each second

If the circuit is
incomplete the
electricity

If all the
Increasing the
More charges flow through the wire each components are
current in a
second
connected into
circuit means
one main loop
Increasing the
If there is more
temperature More thermal energy is given to the water
than one loop
on a boiler
and the radiator gets hotter
with junctions
means
Block M –

Cannot flow

It is a series circuit

It is a parallel circuit
Block N –
The amount of energy shifted from the
power source to the moving charge or
from the charge to the circuit component.

Ammeters are
placed

In series

Voltage is

Current
transfers

Energy from one place to another

Voltage is
measured in

Volts (V) using a voltmeter

The brightness
of a bulb is
increased by
adding

Cells/batteries

Voltmeters are
connected

In parallel

The brightness
of a bulb is
decreased by
adding
In a series
circuit, current
is
In a parallel
circuit, current

More bulbs (components)

The same everywhere in that circuit

Splits at the junctions

Adding voltage
Increases the current and increases the
(adding
brightness of bulbs
batteries)
The voltage in a
series circuit

Is shared between components

The voltage
Voltage on each pathway of a parallel
across the cell is
circuit
equal to the
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Geography
Summer Knowledge
Block A

Resource

Factory

Block B
High-, Middle-, Low- Income
Something that humans need e.g.
Countries. These are classifications
HIC/MIC/LIC
food, equipment.
of countries based on how much
money there is per person per year.
A building where products are
Farming crops and animals for
Agriculture
made.
food and products.

Transport

Ways of getting around e.g. by
ship, road, or aeroplane.

Raw

In its natural form.

Product

Something grown of made to be
sold.

Natural

Something that exists because of
nature (not made by people).

Farming

Working on an area of land to
grow crops and animals for food,
and other products.

Timber

Food from trees used in building.

Block C

Block D:

Raw Materials

Natural items that humans need
e.g. water, metals, wood.

Trade

The buying and selling of products

Mine

To dig up raw materials from
underground.

Customer

Someone who buys something.

Crops

Plants grown on farms to be used
in food or other products.

Wage

The money someone is paid for the
work they do.

Extract

To take out or remove.

International

Between countries.

Manufacturing
(manufacture)

To turn a raw material into
something useful to humans.

Supply Chain

The journey that a product goes
through from raw material to
finished product.

Block E

Block F

Consumer

Someone who buys a product or
service.

Qualification

A record that shows you have
passed an exam or course.

Polyester

A type of material made from oil.
It is used in clothing and shoes.

Feature

The typical quality of something

Port

A place where ships load and
unload.

Grid
Reference

Using number coordinates to find
an area on a map.

Service

A type of job that involves helping
people e.g. office jobs, working in
a hospital or shop.

Settlement

A place where people live e.g. city
or village.
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Consume

Infrastructure

To use something (or to eat or
drink something).
Block G
Is the basic systems and services
that humans need to live
comfortably, e.g. transport,
buildings.

Urban

Cities and towns.
Block H

Possession

Something which you own.

Rural

Countryside, villages and farms.

Cotton

The threads from a plant that can
make a fabric called cotton.

Power Supply

Equipment that provides
electricity.

Produce

To make something.

Trend

The general pattern or common
situation, often shown on a graph
e.g. increase or decrease.

Import

To buy products from another
country.

Sourced

The place where something starts
or is from.

Goods

Items for sale.

Block I

Block J

Digital

Relating to computers or the
internet.

Livestock

Animals and birds that are kept
on farms.

Network
Line Graph

Not having a job.

Unemployment
Postcode

A set of letters and numbers that
can be used to find an address of a
building.

Coast

The boundary between the sea and
the land.

Pylon

A tall metal structure with wires
used to carry electricity from one
place to another.

A large system of similar parts
that are connected e.g. railway
network.
A chart that uses a line to show a
trend, e.g. increasing or
decreasing. Often over time.

Steel

A type of strong metal made of
iron and carbon

Industry

Companies involved in factory
work.

Employment

Relating to work – being in work.

Gasworks

A factory where coal is made into
use in heating.

Block K
Place of
worship

A building where people go to pray, e.g. church or mosque.

Landscape

A large area of countryside, often with a good view.

Aerial Photo

A photograph taken from the air.
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History
Summer Knowledge

324

632

762
801
1066

1450

1471

1483

1534

1553

Block A: Key Dates
Emperor Constantine made the
city of Constantinople the new
capital of the Roman Empire
The Prophet Muhammad passes.
Islam continues to spread in the
years that follow
Caliph Al Mansur orders the city
of Baghdad to be built as the
capital of the Abbasid dynasty
Dado the Hermit founded a
monastery at Conques in France
William, I defeated Harold
Godwinson at the Battle of
Hastings
Block C: Key Dates
The French invade and take over
Normandy. Nearly all English
lands in France are lost.
The Battle of Barnet; The
Yorkists defeat the Lancastrians
again. Warwick is killed. Henry
VI dies of melancholy
Edward’s brother, Richard,
pronounces himself king. He
takes Edwards sons into the
Tower of London – they are
never seen again
Henry pushed the Act of
Supremacy which made him the
supreme head of the Church of
England not the Pope.
Mary, I became queen of
England. She restored England
to Catholicism. Mary’s Sister
Elizabeth I would later overturn
this and make England
Protestant once more.

Block E: Key People (War of the Roses)

Henry V

King of England from 1413 until
his death in 1422. Henry's
outstanding military successes
gave him much fame.

Block B: Key Dates
1081

Alexios I became Byzantine
Emperor

1215

King John signed the Magna
Carta

1312

Mansa Musa became Emperor of
the Mali Empire

1337

Start of Hundred Years’ War

1348

The Black Death arrived in
England

Block D: Key People (The Black Death)
Master John

The Priest for the village of
Walsham

The Chapman
family

A poor family in Walsham who
are forced to constantly work to
make ends meet

The Cranmer
family

A rich land-owning family in the
village of Walsham

Edmund De
Welles

The lord of the manor at High
Hall, responsible for overseeing
the village of Walsham

King of England during the Black
Death. Was known as the ‘Boy
King’ during this period given his
Edward III
young age and inexperience.
Brutally crushed the English
Peasants Revolt.
Block F: Key People (War of the Roses and
the Protestant Reformation)
Edward IV

The first Yorkist King of England.
Overcame the Lancastrian
challenge to the throne at
11

Tewkesbury 1471 to reign in peace
until his sudden death.

Henry VI

King of England from 1422 to
1461 and from 1470-1471. He
was the last king of the
Lancastrian dynasty.

Richard III

Margaret of
Anjou

Wife of Henry VI. She played an
important role in winning
support for the Lancastrians

Martin Luther

Great grandson of Edward III.
Richard, Duke Fought against Henry VI when
of York
he refused to acknowledge his
claim to the throne
The
Kingmaker

The Earl of Warwick, Richard
Neville. He became known as the
Kingmaker.

Block G: Key Terms (The Black Death)
Harvest

Harvest means gathering in the
crop from a field once it is ripe.

Villein

A feudal tenant entirely subject
to a lord or manor to whom he
paid dues and services in return
for land.

Tithe

One tenth of annual produce or
earnings, formerly taken as a tax
for the support of the Church
and clergy.

Plague

A disease spread by bacteria
which causes widespread death
and suffering

Economy

The system of trade and industry
which produces the wealth
(money) of a country

Block I: Key Terms (The Protestant
Reformation)
Homage

Accepting a king or ruler as your
overlord

Henry VIII

The King of England from 14831485. His death in the battle of
Bosworth marked the end of the
War of the Roses.
A German Priest who was the
most important individual in the
spread of Protestant
Reformation.
King of England from 1509-1547.
He led the ‘Break from Rome’, by
establishing himself as the head
of the Church of England as
opposed to the Pope.

King of England after Henry VIII.
Established Protestantism as the
official faith in England.
Block H: Key Terms (War of the Roses)
A rebellion is a violent organized
action by a large group of people
Rebellion
who are trying to change their
country's political system.
Edward VI

Invasion

When an army enters a country
by force in order to take control
over it

Henry VI and his supporters were
called Lancastrians because they
were descended from Edward
Lancastrians
III’s third son, the Duke of
Lancaster. The Lancastrian badge
was a red rose.
Led by Richard of York. He, too,
had a strong claim to the throne.
Yorkist
Richard was descended from
Edward III. The Yorkist badge
was a white rose.
A country or ruler that has
Ally
officially agreed to give help and
support to another one
Block J: How much did the village of
Walsham change after the Black Death?
Changes
Work

Labourers’ wages increased
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The legal dissolution of a
marriage by a court or religious
authority.
Someone who will inherit a
Heir
person’s titles, authority and
money when they die.
Dishonest and greedy behaviour
Corruption
by those in positions of power
The action or process of
Reformation
reforming (changing) an
institution or practice.
A classical language originally
spoken in Rome and the Italian
Latin
city states. It was used as the
language for the Bible and public
acts of worship in Catholicism.
Block K: How much did the village of
Walsham change after the Black Death?
Continuities
Divorce

Religion

The Church continued to play an
important role in village life

Work

Villeins refused to perform labour
duties

Work

There were more job
opportunities for women

Social
Relationships
Social
Relationships
Social
Relationships
/ Work

There were more disagreements
about planning the harvest
It became easier for villeins to
leave the village without asking
for permission
People inherited more land and
became wealthier

Block L: What were the expectations of a
Medieval Monarch (Baron’s Rebellion
Recap)?
Protections

To defeat enemies and protect
lands

Religion

Taxes were paid to the Church

Seek Advice

Consult barons and leading
churchmen before raising
taxation

Social
Relationships

Manor courts were held to
resolve disagreements between
villagers

Share power

Allow barons a share of the king’s
power when the king was away

Work/ Social
Relationships

The Lord of the Manor collected
taxes on behalf of the Monarch

Seek Alliances

Use marriages to create alliances
and gain control of more land

Religion

Villagers continued to regularly
attend church

Be a good
Christian

Rule as a good Christian and not
interfere in the Church
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French
Summer Knowledge
Block A – places in town
1.Au collège

To school

7.À la piscine

To the swimming pool

2.Au cinema

To the cinema

8.À la patinoire

To the ice rink

3.au centre commercial

To the shopping centre

9.À la bibliothèque

To the library

4.au parc

To the park

10.Chez moi

To mine / my house

5.au theatre

To the theatre

11.Chez toi

To yours / your house

6.au Jardin

To the garden

Block C – les verbes

Block D: les excuses

12.Aller

To go

19Je dois

I must

13.Venir

To come

20.Faire du sport

Do sport

14.Regarder

To watch

21.Faire les devoirs

Do homework

15.Voir

To see

22.Faire le lit

Make the bed

16.Jouer des jeux-videos

To play video games

23.Faire la cuisine

Do the cooking

17.Rentrer

To return

24.Faire le jardinage

Do the gardening

18.Lire

To read

25.Faire le ménage

Do the housework

Block E – high frequency phrases

26.Je veux

I want

31.Je vais

I’m going

27.Je voudrais

I would like

32.Si

if
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28.J’aimerais

I would like

33.Je suis

I am

29.Je peux

I can

34.Tu es

You are

30.Je ne peux pas

I cannot

Block G – school subjects = les matières
35. Les maths

Maths

40.La geographie

Geography

36.La science

Science

41.La technologie

Technology

37.La physique

Physics

42.Le dessin

Art

38.La chimie

Chemistry

43.Le français

French

39.La biologie

Biology

44.L’anglais

English

45.L’EPS

P.E.

46.L’histoire

history

Block H – time phrases
47.normalement

Normally

52.Hier

Yesterday

48.souvent

Often

53.La semaine dernière

Last week

49. quelquefois

Sometimes

54.Le weekend dernier

Last weekend

50.De temps en
temps

Occasionally

55.Le mois dernier

Last month

51. toujours

Always

56.Hier

Yesterday

57.Plus tard

Later

58.Ce soir

Tonight
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59.Ce weekend

This weekend

60.Demain

Tomorrow

61.La semaine
prochaine

Next week

Block I – high frequency phrases

62.Je pense que

I think that

68.J’ai joué

I played

63.Je crois que

I believe that

69. C’était

It was

64.Je dirais que

I would say that

70.Ça me fait

It makes me (+ verb)

65.Parce que / car

Because

71.Ça me rend

It makes me (+ adjective)

66. puisque

Since

72.Je vais

I go / I’m going

67. Vu que

Seeing that

73.Je ne vais pas

I don’t go / I’m not
going

Block J – verbs

Block K – adjectives

74. Sortir
75.Regarder

To go out
To watch

81.Difficile
82.Facile

Difficult
Easy

76.voir
77.faire

To see
To do

83.Triste
84.Heureux / heureuse

Sad
happy

85.Énervé

annoyed

78.jouer

To play

79.Se détendre

To relax

80.aller

To go
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Religious Studies
Summer Knowledge

Judaism

Jew

monotheist

polytheist

synagogue

Tanakh

Block A
Block B
The religion of the Jewish
people which began about 4000
years ago. There are
Jews who believe in maintaining
approximately 14 million Jews Orthodox Jews
the traditional beliefs and practices
in the world today. Over 6
(includes
of Judaism and the laws given by
million Jews live in Israel., over Hasidic Jews)
God.
5 million live in the USA and
approximately 260,000 live in
the UK.
The word ‘Jew’ came from the
Jews who preserve rituals and
name of the southern kingdom
Conservative traditions but are more flexible in
of the promised land – Judah,
Jews
interpreting Jewish laws than
where many Israelites were
Orthodox Jews.
living 2700 years ago.
Two different groups within
Someone who believes in one Reform Jews & Judaism who share the beliefs that
God.
Liberal Jews Judaism can change or modernise
over time.
The place where Jews meet. It
literally means ‘assembly’. The
Jews who are born into the religion,
Secular Jews
leader of a synagogue is called a
but do not believe in God.
rabbi.
The Jewish holy book. It
contains the Torah (law) which
is the most important holy text
for Jews. It also contains the
nevi’im (prophets) and Ketuvim
(writings). It was written in
Hebrew.
An agreement or promise
between God and people.

Block C
Someone who believes in more
than one god. At the time that
covenant
Judaism began polytheists often
worshipped statues known as
idols.
The three founding fathers
believed to be physical &
patriarchs
spiritual ancestors of all Jews
(Abraham, Isaac and Jacob).
An area of land given to the
Promised Land
Israelites by God in the Torah.

Block E

Block D:
Abraham

A man who God made a covenant
with that he would have many
descendents who would be a great
nation

Isaac

The son of Abraham and the
second patriarch

Jacob

The son of Isaac and the third
patriarch

Moses

A man who received the laws
including the Ten Commandments
from God
Block F
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yad

A pointer used to read the
Torah in the synagogue.

The building in Jerusalem where
Jews worshipped before
synagogues. It was destroyed by the
Babylonians in 586 BCE and rebuilt
after Jews returned from the
The Temple
Babylonian exile. The Romans
destroyed the Second Temple in 66
CE. The Western Wall is all that
remains today and is a popular
pilgrimage site.

Mitzvot

Jewish laws (there are 613 in
total); the singular is mitzvah.

Ark of the
Covenant

The box that housed the two tablets
of stone on which the original Ten
Commandments were written. It
was kept in the Holy of Holies in
the first Temple, but went missing
during the Babylonian exile.

Talmud

A collection of teachings from
rabbis giving more information
about the Torah.

Herod

A Roman governor who built an
extension to the Second Temple

Solomon

The king of Israel who built the first
Temple in Jerusalem

Block G

Ark

Ner tamid

bimah

A cupboard in a synagogue
where the handwritten Torah
scrolls are stored.

A symbolic light in front of, or
above the Ark; it means
everlasting light.
The platform in the synagogue
where the Torah scrolls are read
from.

Messiah

kashrut

kosher
trefah

Block I
Shabbat/Sabbath

A day of rest once a week. It
literally means ‘ceasing’.

A festival when Jews remember
the Angel of Death passing over
Pesach/Passover
the houses of the Israelites and
freedom from slavery.
A symbolic meal shared by
Seder Meal
families during
Pesach/Passover.

circumcision

Block H
A word used to refer to a future
king descended from King David
who would return Jews to Israel,
bring peace, build the Third
Temple and have a son who would
be his heir. Some Jews are still
waiting for the Messiah to come.
Jewish food laws.
Food that is acceptable for Jews to
eat according to kashrut; the word
literally means ‘fit’.
Food that Jews are forbidden to
eat.
Block J
The removal of a baby boy’s
foreskin after eight days as a sign
of God’s covenant with Abraham.

mohel

Someone who is medically and
religiously qualified to perform a
circumcision.

Bar Mitzvah

A ceremony for boys at the age of
13; it literally means ‘son of the
commandments’.
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Rosh Hashanah

The first day of the Jewish new
year; ‘Day of Judgement’.

Bat Mitzvah

A ram’s horn blown on Rosh
Hashanah to remind Jews that
God will judge their actions.
Day of Atonement; the holiest
day of the year where Jews
confess their wrongdoing.

shofar
Yom Kippur

Pikuach Nefesh

Block K
The principle that nearly any
religious law can be broken in
order to preserve human life.

Palestinians

persecution

Discrimination against people
because of their beliefs.

Zionism

anti-semitism

Persecution of Jewish people.

Eliezer
Berkovits

Holocaust

The killing of six million Jews
by Nazi Germany. Jews
sometimes call this the Shoah,
meaning calamity or
catastrophe.

Emil
Fackenheim

Free will

The ability to choose how to act.

Anne Frank

Hester panim

Israelis

A ceremony for girls at the age of
12 or 13; it literally means
‘daughter of the commandments’.

The idea of Orthodox rabbi
Eliezer Berkovitz that God ‘hid
his face’ during the Holocaust
because he could not interfere
with free will.
People who live in Israel and are
mainly Jewish.

Richard
Rubenstein

Block L
People who live in an around the
state of Israel and are mainly
Muslims.
A Jewish movement that originally
aimed to establish, and now aims
to continue, the Jewish state of
Israel.
A rabbi who believed that God had
to hide his face (hester panim)
during the Holocaust so as not to
interfere with human free will.
A rabbi who thought that the 614th
mitzvah Jews should follow after
the Holocaust was to unite and
continue the Jewish family and
faith so that Hitler did not win.
A Jewish girl who wrote a diary
while in hiding during the
Holocaust.
A Jewish writer who claimed that
Jews cannot think of God as
omnipotent or that they are his
chosen people after the Holocaust.

Design Technology
Summer Knowledge

Design
Technology
Design
Specification

Block A
The study of design development
and application to communicate
product design intent and
constructability.
Details of a product’s required
characteristics.

Block B
Analysis

Detailed examination of the
elements or structure of
something.

Aesthetics

Visually appealing
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Retail

Sale of goods to the public

Block C

Plagiarism

Concept

Graphic Design

Block D:
When someone else’s idea or
words have been used without
permissions, or used without
revealing the source.

A plan or intention; an invention.

The art or skill of combining text
with pictures.

Typography
and text

Sketching

Annotation

Block E

Prototype

A prototype is a simple
experimental model of a proposed
solution.

CAD

Computer Aided Design

Net

The ‘net’ of a shape is a term used
to describe what a 3D shape
would look like if it was opened
out and laid flat.

The art and technique of arranging
type to make it both readable and
appealing.
A rough drawing. This is the
quickest way of getting your initial
designs on paper before an idea is
forgotten.
A note or comment added to a text
or diagram.

Block F

Evaluate

To critically judge the quality of
your product design in order to
improve a follow-up design.

Sales Pitch

A spoken description or talk about
a product or service you are trying
to sell, intended to persuade people
to buy it.

USP

(Unique Selling Point) : a feature
which distinguishes your design
from others of a similar nature to
make it more appealing
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Music
Summer Knowledge
Block A – W.C. 25/04/22

Block B – W.C 25/04/22

Chord

2 or more notes
played at the same
time.

Piano
keys

Ensemble

A group of
musicians.

Guitar
strings

Notation

Music written
down using
symbols.

Notes on
the line

Root note

Lowest note (in
pitch) in a chord.

Notes in
the spaces

Accompanim
ent

Musical layer that
supports the
melody.

Clefs

Block C – W.C 02/05/22

Triad

Three notes played
together in the
pattern: play one,
miss one, play one,
miss one, play one.

Block D: - W.C. 02/05/22

A minor
on piano
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Major

Happy sounding

E minor
on piano

Minor

Sad sounding

A minor
on guitar

Reggae

Genre of music
that originated in
Jamaica

E minor
on guitar

Chord
sequence

More than one
chord played after
each other (often
repeats)

Triad
notation

Block E – W.C 09/05/22

Block F – W.C 09/05/22

How far the note is
away from the
home note in
numbers.

Degrees
of the C
major
scale.

Roman
numeral

Labels the degree
of the scale.

Roman
numerals
for the C
major
scale.

Tonic

The first note of
the scale.

G major
on piano

Degree of the
scale
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Dominant

The fifth note of
the scale.

G major
on guitar

Primary
chords

Chords 1, 4 and 5
(I, II and V) in the
scale. The most
common and most
important chords
from a scale.

Primary
triads in
C major

Block G – W.C. 16/05/22

Block H – W.C. 16/05/22

Dotted note

A note which has
had its value
increased by half.

Dotted
note
values

Secondary
chords

Chords 2, 3 and 6
(I, II and V) in the
scale. They are
minor chords.

Secondar
y chord
notation

Rhythm

A pattern of long
and short sounds.

C major
on the
piano

Spread chord

A chord played
one note after
another.

C major
on the
guitar
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Arpeggio

Notes of a chord
played in a quick
succession, either
ascending or
descending.

F major
on the
piano

Barre chord

Pressing down all
strings across one
fret.

F major
on the
guitar

Block I – W.C. 23/05/22

Block J – W.C. 23/05/22

Expression

Adding feeling to a
performance.

Dynamic
notation

Dynamics

How loud or quiet
a piece of music
sounds.

Tempo
notation
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Tempo

The speed of the
piece of music.

Articulati
on
notation

Articulation

The way the music
is played.

Labelled
electric
drum kit

Band leader

A member of the
band who leads the
rehearsal.

Labelled
bass
guitar
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